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ADDRESSING SCHOOL SECURITY
A MULTI-LAYERED APPROACH USING ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES
Nearly 1 in 3 Americans spend each day of the academic
year in a school building. With such a large percentage of our
population on pre-K to postgraduate campuses throughout
the nation, school security is a paramount concern.
Unfortunately, often times the discussion around best school
security practices is framed within the context of tragedy. The
deadliest K-12 grade school shooting in history still comes
quickly to mind - the December 2012 shooting in Sandy Hook,
CT. Yet there have been at least 290* school shootings in
America since then, including the most recent mass school
shooting at Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, FL
that claimed 17 lives – that’s nearly one every ten days.
A significant percentage of educational and healthcare
campuses have announced they made, or plan to make,
security upgrades in response to the rise in school violence;
everything from hiring more security personnel to installing
safety and security technologies, such as metal detectors and
shatter resistant window film.
Investments in making schools safer always pay off. Knowing
the differences in the types of security programs; the role
technology can play, and acknowledgement that a range
of safety measures are most effective, helps officials have
the right conversations with school boards, parents, and
students.
THE UNFORTUNATE REALITY
There is no doubt that schools and campuses should be
safe havens where students can learn and engage freely
and openly. Yet, despite increased awareness on subjects

like bullying, proper social media usage to better access to
mental health services, the question remains “are schools, in
fact, safer?”
Where do we need to go from here?
A MULTI-LAYERED APPROACH
For schools and other secured environments, evidence points
to positive trends in safety when a broad, all-inclusive plan of
overlapping layers of physical security is used in combination
with other programs. We should not rule out anything when
it comes to ensuring the safety of our children, teachers and
administrators. While we know that unfortunately nothing
can guarantee 100 percent safety, when multiple layers or
solutions are used we achieve better results on safety and
violence prevention.
Firstly, when considering a physical security approach,
educators must take into consideration the unique
environment, traffic, population and campuses, which can be
as varied as a rural elementary school; university campuses
with 10,000-plus enrolment; to schools of all grade levels in
the most-populous U.S. cities, or in cities throughout the U.S.
facing high levels of violent crime. Some layers of security
might make sense for one that do not fit in another.
In some environments, physical security could include more
vehicle barriers, alarm systems and metal detection. X-ray
can be effective in other environments, as it is a proven
and trusted tool which prevents and intercepts contraband,
like weapons and narcotics of all shapes and sizes, from
getting into secured facilities. Resources may also include
school resource officers (SROs), sworn law enforcement
officers responsible for school security, and crime prevention
services.

HELPING LEAD THE WAY TO SAFER SCHOOLS
According to another survey of school principals reported
by the National Center for Education Statistics, about 10
percent of high schools, 7 percent of middle schools, and 2
percent of primary schools in the United States did random
checks with metal detectors in 2015-2016. Surveys also show
that when metal detectors were installed, their presence
nearly halved the number of students who reported carrying
a weapon while in school, down to 7.8 percent from 13.6
percent.
While less than a quarter of our nation schools have
deployed such techniques, these institutions are having the
right conversations with communities. They are making the
needed investment in new ways to supplement their school
security programs.
There are a broad ranges of applications for X-ray and metal
detection systems for schools and college campuses. For
example, one major US city shares its public school’s X-ray
fleet to conduct random screening at various schools across
their district. While another school uses metal detection
at every entry point for student and visitor screening, every
day. A college, on the other hand, sets up a temporary X-ray
and metal detection checkpoint for major events such as
basketball games and concerts.
THE IMPORTANCE OF EXPERIENCE
Security professionals from all disciplines can help school
administrators, boards, and SROs assess and apply the
appropriate physical security technologies for their school
and college grounds. Most importantly, school administrators
need to continue an open dialogue with their communities
about their concerns and wants, so developing procedures
and practices can be increasingly customized to meet their
needs.

CONCLUSION
Technology is not the only answer to better protecting our
schools, but it has an important role to play in physical
security. Schools have taken on a lot of steps in the nearly 20
years since the tragedy at Columbine, and since the attack
in Sandy Hook, to continue to bolster their security systems
and options. The advanced technologies that are in use every
day in diverse federal and international capacities, protecting
airline passengers, corporate headquarters, and government
employees, have been adapted to fit settings such as schools
where needed.
While nothing offers 100 percent protection, the presence
of new technology promises to help reduce the rate of
contraband brought onto school campuses helping make a
safer place where students can thrive.
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For example, the usual combination of baggage X-ray
screening and walk-through metal detectors you see
throughout governmental and public safety institutions,
are designed for high-volume traffic. These solutions
allow for non-intrusive inspection of baggage, are able
to search for a broad combination of things, and feature
upgradable platforms to enable institutions to maximize their
investments for years to come. Working with local police
departments, architectural firms, and original equipment
manufacturers will further help school administrators apply
them in the most effective way.

2. 90% of nation’s public high schools reported a violent incident in
the 2015-2016 school year (Figure 6.2) https://nces.ed.gov/programs/
crimeindicators/ind_06.asp
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7. Percentage of schools doing random checks with metal detectors
https://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=334

When considering a multi-layered approach, cost is obviously
a factor in the decision-making process for schools, and
X-rays and metal detectors are absolutely a worthwhile
discussion, among other technologies including locking
systems and communication solutions. Technological
solutions have a long lifespan of value. Schools and higher
education institutions in need of adding a layer of screening
technology to their security program may need to seek
funding sources from federal and state grants. Selecting a
solution that applies to different settings, be it population
size, traffic, at a sporting event or every day, increases its
effectiveness over the long haul.
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8. Students who avoided class/activities/area of the school for fear of
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